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Abstract: The research paper is based on the legendary bird PHOENIX. The ancient fire bird which born and 

spent its brief time in earth and flew away into space. Phoenix depends on sun. It is not a mythical bird but its an 

hidden bird. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The legendary bird with full of secrets named “phoenix”. The bird that lays no eggs and has no young. only one phoenix 

existed at any time. It was here when the world began and is still living today. 

II. ANCIENT HISTORY 

The word phoenix is a greek name means “reddish –purple”. In the olden days it is called as the “symbol of christianity ” 

because of the Hebrew word cole means phoenix and bible. The resurrection after 3 days makes the bird to call as 

“symbol of immortality”. The larger appearance of the bird made it to look beautiful and called as “the royal bird”. 

III. APPEARANCE 

Phoenix is larger in size like an eagle and its appearance is equal to eagle and peacock. It weights up to 50 kg. The shining 

bird with red, yellow and golden color. The bird has striking yellow eyes .The bird has crest of feathers on his head. The 

feathers were golden and red. Heart is like a stone. The bird covered with thick flesh and has scales airtight. The legs and 

talons are red in color. The huge talons are razor sharp. 

IV. UNIQUE CHARACTER 

Phoenix fly high in the sky. The bird is covered with plasma. It burns the gas due to heat around its body it fly over the 

earth into space. Phoenix doesn’t eats food for its physical life . It acts as a breatharian. It breath fire , smoke and bright 

rays of sun light through its nostrils and mouth. Phoenix born in earth and depends on both earth and sun’s gravitational 

force as well as it lives based on sun and fire of five elements of nature. 

V. LIFE CYCLE 

The phoenix is a long lived bird. Only one phoenix existed at any time. It has the life span greater than 500 years. Its life 

span is based on the environment were the bird lives.  It lives in Arabia and spends his life in far dense forest . It likes to 

spread his wings wide for a long time and dives in the sky. When it becomes old and weak it fly to the mountain in east-

wards and it landed on a tall palm tree growing high on a mountainside.  Phoenix builts its nest in the form of furnel pyre 

using sweet smelling spices, herbs and cinnamon bark. It ignites itself in the dawn of sun light, a single clap of wings 

could ignite it .After a while the flames died down. The tree was not burnt, nor was the nest. But the Phoenix was gone. In 

the nest was a heap of silvery-gray ash. From the ash a worm arises it takes 3 days to form a new phoenix . The old 
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phoenix in an egg made of myrrh and deposited it in the Egyptian city of Heliopolis. Heliopolis (the temple of sun) it 

visits once in its life span before burning itself. Phoenix spends his brief time in earth and then its flew away.  Phoenix is 

not a mythical bird but it was an hidden bird. It reborn from his ashes again and again and it lives now and forever. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

According to five elements of nature land-animals ,air – micro organisms ,sky-birds ,water – fish ,fire- phoenix all the 

living things in this world depends on any one of the elements in nature  likewise phoenix depends on fire (sun). 
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